
Guided Reading

Monday 6th July: Prediction



Look at this vocabulary from the text. 

• What text type is this? (genre)

• What could it be about?

teenage desperate disguised

regime segregation fear



Look at these pictures from 
the text.

Do they fit with your first 
prediction?
Do you recognise these 
photographs?

Add to your prediction, 
including any existing 
knowledge you have about 
this subject.



Guided Reading

Tuesday 7th July: Vocabulary



Read the text.
Scan and highlight the following words

moveable liberal persecuted occupation regime

segregated stateless influx refugees confiscated

liberated siege regulations settlement disguised

Use the text and a dictionary (if necessary) to write 
a definition for each of these words.



Guided Reading

Wednesday 8th July: Vocabulary(2)



Vocabulary questions

1. What does ‘the shadow of Nazi Germany was never far away’ mean?
2. Why has the author chosen the word shadow? What effect does this 

have on the reader?
3. Which word on the first page tells us that the Nazis were a danger to 

Anne and her family?
4. Which word on the first page tells us a lot of people were trying to 

escape Germany at the same time?
5. ‘Esther wrote about the persecution of Dutch Jews and he awakening 

spirituality.’ What does the word awakening mean in this sentence?
6. Choose 3 words from yesterday’s vocabulary list and write a question for 

each which quizzes someone on their understanding of the meaning of 
that word (just like these questions above). Make sure to include a 
model answer.



Vocabulary Answers

1. What does ‘the shadow of Nazi Germany was never far away’ mean?

That she couldn’t forget about what was happening in Germany.

1. Why has the author chosen the word shadow? What effect does this have on the reader?

A shadow always follows you around and she can’t escape the Nazi regime. Also, shadows are often associated with fear, reflecting 
Anne’s feelings towards the Nazis.

1. Which word on the first page tells us that the Nazis were a danger to Anne and her family?

threat

1. Which word on the first page tells us a lot of people were trying to escape Germany at the same time?

influx

1. ‘Esther wrote about the persecution of Dutch Jews and he awakening spirituality.’ What does the word awakening mean in this 
sentence?

It was beginning to happen – ‘waking up’

1. Choose 3 words from yesterday’s vocabulary list and write a question for each which quizzes someone on their understanding 
of the meaning of that word (just like these questions above). Make sure to include a model answer.



Guided Reading

Thursday 9th July: Questions









Answers







Guided Reading

Friday 10th July: Evaluate



Vocab Recap: 
Without looking back at your definitions, create a 
anagram game

moveable liberal persecuted occupation regime

segregated stateless influx refugees confiscated

liberated siege regulations settlement disguised

• Turn each word into an anagram
• Write a clue for each anagram



Reflect on your feelings towards Anne and her story. 
Write a few sentences explaining your feelings towards what 
you have learnt about Anne and the treatment of Jews during 
the war.

• Dates and place – when and where we are talking about

• Who was Anne Frank?

• Why is she remembered today?

• Include any key vocabulary which is crucial to this period in history

Write a paragraph which summaries Anne Frank, 
making sure to include the following points.


